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What can you tell me about Dropping Polarity and How do I shed my old, out dated,
fragmented Aspects and develop my coherent Crystaline Nature?
“Alright, Dropping Polarity. Here, Beautiful One, we shall have your consciousness work
in a different fashion. There is a beauty in Polarity. There is the Sacred Beauty of the Source.
That Sacred Beauty is this. The Source Creates and when it is Creating it is in a Receptive Mood.
From its Creation it must also move into action and therefore, it is in the Action of its Polarity.
Not the reception but the movement. This is constant. This is a constant of the Universe. As
long as there is individualization playing itself out. What does that mean? As long as there are
galaxies, planets, stars, as long as there are humans, as long as there are Beautiful Essences of
living quadrants on any other planet, on your earth, as long as there are animals, plants,
minerals, that is individuation of Source. As long as there is individualization there will be
polarities.”
“So what you are Seeking is how to balance and utilize them. In the balance, Beautiful
One, it is to know the rhythm of yourself that is receptive and when it is active and give honor
to it. For that is how you come to the middle point. That is how you come to the balance. That
is how you will come to that beautiful Crystaline power within you, for within that Balance,
Beautiful One, when you are the Core of Source living embodied.”
That’s what I want.
“Indeed, so you’ll not worry about swinging a Pendulum of Polarities but discovering
how to utilize the Polarity Consciousness so it brings you to Center Point.”
And what’s the best way for me and humanity to do that?
“You said you came through a momentary time of being quite angry. Did you not? “
Yes.
“In the moment did you not make yourself wrong?”
Yes.

“Indeed. Now, Beautiful One, in that moment was the time your soul was attempting to
be very active in the action when you were disturbed other things were in your pathway. So
what was taking form here was that you had worked within the receptive aspect of yourself,
the inner aspects and when it was time to take the action, your consciousness and
unconsciousness began to look at how you could not. In that regard the unconscious levels of
your humanness began to form what is called Stringency of the sub-conscious shadow.
Something is wrong, something is not right.“
Yes, I can’t go where I want to go.
“Indeed, so then you must access how might I go where I want to go. How might I
realize how I have taken on a responsibility that does not belong to me. You understand? “
I am thinking. I’m trying to. I took on the responsibility of all the company and all that
needed to be done, even for the cat.
“Indeed, All of it. You can say to yourself you became ultra-responsible.”
Oh, everything had to be right and it was my responsibility to create it.
“Indeed, Indeed. Your timing was also cut off, perceived as cut off and so then you felt
as though you could not take the action for what it was in your inner self that there was no
prompting its activity.”
Oh, that’s true. I felt like I wanted to run away.
“Indeed.”
I will do it. I acted like a wounded little girl. I am going to do it my way.
“Indeed.”
Yah! It took a while for me to realize that it was not all my rage. I pick up or opened the
door to everyone else too.
“Well, you’ll have a little giggle for everyone else was feeling the same limitation. What
do you understand? I need this. I need that. But I must have Consideration for everyone else
and the timing and all of that of the human condition. You Understand?”
So what is it that is needed when that occurs?
“Here, you say to the young children, time out. Yes, so you say to yourself, Time Out.”
Perfect.

“It is simply a quiet time and necessary in order to readjust, reformulate and realize I am
using what was in the inner aspect of myself that now must come into the action. And I am in
an action that now calls me to an inner space and I am not getting the opportunity to do that.
Then you are not recognizing that you must give opportunity. You understand?”
So it is setting a boundary?
“Indeed.”
Alright, I will do that. When I was reading about dropping polarity, we’re really not
dropping polarity.
“You’re not dropping polarity. You’ll have a good giggle. You can not drop polarity. It’s
a Source Quality.”
Ok, so we’re just merging.
“You’re merging, you’re transporting Conscious Awareness into a grander comprehension of what your duality, what your polarity experiences are all about. You understand?”
That’s wonderful and that’s what all the openings Spirit is bringing to us.
“Indeed, Beautiful One, let us utilize a symbolic presentation of duality and polarity for
you.”
OK.
“Now, Beautiful One, look at the Infinity sign or symbol of Infinity. It is never ending. It
is the flow of Action and Passiveness, Action and Passiveness. You Understand?
Yes.
“Then it crosses in the middle, does it not? The Two become One.’
Ah! I got it! That’s what we want.
“Indeed.”
Now is there a way to live in the middle?
“Indeed. But, Beautiful One, if you live in the middle while you’re on your Earth Plane,
the Soul must have what is called a time to talk to you and a time to put you into Action.”
Oh!

“In the middle what will you be doing?”
Just staying Blissed Out!
“Indeed, you’ll not hear, you’ll not act. You’ll not be the Source Intending to Express.”
Ok, so the whole thing is to keep staying on Infinity?
“Indeed, Indeed. It’s a Beautiful, Beautiful track of Consciousness. It’s the Beautiful
Essence of Yourself feeling the Source Consciousness. Have a delightful thought here. Source is
in a play ground. The play ground is in and out of reactions and interactions with each
component of itself. You here, we’ll call you a component of yourself and Source is quite
exploring all aspects that you’re exploring whether you call it happy or angry. Do you
Understand?”
Yes.
“Source is exploring Traveling what we’ll call the Infinity Sign of it all. So Source will
explore the anger. Does Source do that? Yes, and Source will explore joy and Source will
explore sitting down doing nothing.”
So that’s why they say, ‘Don’t focus on the end because it’s the Journey?’
“Indeed.”
So when I want to stay like in my Sacred Mind and Live there, can I do that and still keep
moving on the Infinity Symbol?
“Indeed, for Sacred Mind Holds all experiences Sacred. It’s not seen as Separate.“
So what do I do and how does humanity move into that and merge into that energy?
“It is a Continuance of the Awareness that all Is Source. A Continual Awareness that
Light and Dark is Source, Anger and Love is Source, Frustrations and Peace is Source! You
understand?”
Yes, I am in that a lot.
“Indeed.”
But I want to be there totally.
“Well, Beautiful One, You’ll bring that all through you Spiritual, Emotional, Mental,
Physical, Ego and Soul (S.E.M.P.E.S.)”

Ok
“So all levels of your S.E.M.P.E.S., allow all levels of your S.E.M.P.E.S. to Feel and Know
this reality.”
Ok. So I’ll have a talk with all my S.E.M.P.E.S. and let them know that is my intent.
“Indeed.”
Which one will more likely feel the Separation?
“It will be the Ego Center, for in the ego Center there are great Messages Given upon
the earth plane, about how wrong the ego is. You understand?”
Yes, I try to tell my ego that I can’t go without the ego. That’s the one that inspires and
pushes me. Isn’t that the truth?
“Indeed, it allows what is called the Soul Push to come forward into activity in the earth
reality. So, it’s the ego, Beautiful One, which also entraps you into what is called the emotional
Memory Banks. You can’t do that because you’re going to feel this. You can’t do that because
you’re going to have a reaction from others. You can’t do that because!!! So the Beautiful Ego
needs to be sitting right in the Center of the Beautiful Infinity sign, ready to receive from both
sides of it. You understand? Then you’ll not worry about if you’re right or wrong. You’ll not
worry, Beautiful One, if you’re harming or not harming because in the Center you’ll know all life
is sacred,. You understand?”
Yes, and that’s the key, the ego. So I will ask my Ego to sit in the middle of my Infinity
sign!
“Indeed, Very Good! Very Good!

